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ABSTRACT
A brief review of the psychological literature on the

characteristics olf Only children is presented in or r to determine
if the one-chil family should be avoided or advocated The relevant
literature is found to be limited- in quantity and concep alization
of tifie only chil . Previous literatute is 'divided into three types of
study: thdee with conflicting results;_ those reporting no .differences
betireen only children and others; and those coinciding with the
negative stereotype of, the only child, especially as regards to IQ
score and sex-role identification.', It is concluded that the evidence
currently cannot support either the advocacy or avoidance of
one-child families. (Author)
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Concern about limited resources and overpopulation has led.policy'
makers to seek viab10 meafis of reducing population growth An the U.S.
and'elesewhere. -One.of.mahypossibilities is to encourage more parents

to_ stop at one. child. Theore tically,-the one Child. fam4y-nas much

to recommendA.t. Financially, given comparable incomeS, one child
families would enjoy a higher standard of living thahtwo or more child

Ary .families. Personally, -the one child family allows people to experience

.f) parenthood--something that remaining.childleis Cannot provide--while

te=r4 freeing up parent's time to do other thingt, such as. pursue careers.

c:a
-._. Yet, despite'these obviousadvantages,. hiving just one chill/is

LIJ
widely considered to bre undesirable. 'Over E30 of Americans surveyed in

1972 reported that they thought being an only\child is a disadvantage
(Blake,. 194). When undergraduates were asked\to describe the- ,

typical only child, alpredominantly'negative image-emerged. Only

children werd.portrayed as: "generally maladjusted, self-centered and
Self-willed, attention-seeking and dependent on others,. temperamental
and anxious, generally unhappy. and. unllkeable, and;yet somewhat more
autonomous_ than a.cild with two siblings"'" .(Thompson, 1974). If appears

from this evidenee .that'.AmerieanS asSume that a critical factor in proper

social...development'isthe presence of siblinCls within the family. If .

this assumption is correct,- a Policy promoting the. one-Child family

woul&lead to an increase in. selfish, maladjusted, andJonely children.

Since such an outcome is undesirable, it is Worthwhile to empirically

assess popular assumpLons about the essentialness of siblings before

pursuing a policy ab&utionly children: .
.A serious study of the literature yields little supportfor the

assumptiohS. regarding the necessity of sibling's- Note, however., that

little research has-been conducted about onlY children and this makes

really firm conclusions about only children unjustifiable at present.

Research. results relevant to. onlychildren Can-be classified into three

types: Ehose with conflicting results,. those finding no differencea

between only children and those with results consistent with popular

stereotypes about only children.
The conflicting results.about only children can be founcEin studies

of-birth order. Here only'childl:en are frequently lumped together with;

first bOrns. Let me Share with you a brief survey of the literature.

For example, in 1976,. Miller and Maruyama reported that only and first

horns receiv,ecrlower :ratings on peer seating choices than other children--

a.fihdingthey related to. peer popUlarity. 'However, in 1963, Sells and

Roff reported that only and first borns received higher liking ratings

from their peers than did other borns As revfewers of the birth order

literature have noted, th se conflicting results are probablY due to

pecularities of the sample from .whichLthe_subjeCts were drawnthat is,

chance vatiatibnu self-selection, or generational shifts in frequency

r-1 of Certain family sizes and birth orders.
C)
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Besides conflicting results, much of the research whiCh has directly.
focused on only children,, and their social adjustment has .reported finding
no differences between theM and first or other borns. For example, in
1932, Dyer compared the scores' of-only and other borns on the Bell
Adjustment Inventory and found that for.the majority of scales, only
children were indistinguishable.from others. On the few scales' where
only children differed,; they scored higher than the others. I might
add that one needn't go back as far as 1932 to find research reporting
no differences between only children and others.

The third type of research results, those involving negative
findings about only children, are more critical to determining whether
the one-child family Should be promoted. To'date, many of these so-palled
negative findings come from questionable interpretations of research
results.. ',will present two important examples: one aboutImasculinity
femininity and the other, about intelligence.

In a book entitled The Sibling, (1970) Sutton-Smith & Rosenberg
wrote:

"There are other data to show that the only boy is more
feminine than other males, and the only girls more ,

masculine; moreover, that the deviation in these opposite,-
sex directions leaves thorn with a greater tendency
toward sex deviations con+antlaith these tendencies"'
(p. .153). *.

Sutton-Smith and Rosenberg (.1970) cited four references in support of
this statement (Gundlach &.RiesS, 1967; Heilbrun & Fromme, 1965; Hooker,
19`31; Rosenberg & Sutton-Smith, lq("14). An examination of. these studies,
hOwever, indicates that they provide little or no support for the
SUttOn-Smith and Rosbnbcrg'statement. In three of the four.studies cited,
no measure of sexual. deviancy was included in the research.- These three
studies contained various measures of conformity to American sex role
norms. liboker's (131) research concerned teacher ratings-of the classroom
behavior of elementary school students. Among other findings, Hooker':
reported that teachers ted only children as more likely to "show signs
of being sissies or tombOys" (). 126). In the Rosenberg and-Sutton-Smith,
(1965) study,-only Lhe,only boys deinoiis;trated an unukival 5i-lx role pattern.
These boys (N-12) scored high on both masculinity -and 'femininity scales.
Furthermore, in the Heilbrun and _Fromme (1965)., study, the masculinity/
femininity scores of only children- did not differ significantly from those
of children with Siblings. Thus, the evidence cited bySutton-Smith'and
Rosenberg does not give much support to the conclusion that only children
are more likely'Lhan others to be more. cross sex typed measures of
masculinity and femininity.

The fourtlireference.cited by Rosenberg and Sutton-Smith does, in*
fact, deal with the relative frequency'of birth orders in a sample of
lesbians and nonlesbians. However, this study did not find that only
children were more likely than others to be found among the leSbian
sample. 'Instead, Gundlach and Riess (1967) reported that a disportionate
number of only children, and fi-Ft.borns of a two:child family, and later
borns from large families were tound'among the lesbian semple,although
they had no explanation for this. finding. It was 6specially:lerplexipg



to them because just. the reverse had been found about the frequency: of only

children among male homosexuals (Bieber et al., 1962). A likely

explanation_for the Gundlach and Riess results lies in errors associated

with the sample, rather than something intrinsic toorily..children. This
sampling error could be broughtabout by the self-select nature of the

_lesbian -sample' 'ind the questionable selection procedure undertaken in

obtaining thenonlesbiari sample.
The second example.cOncerns intelligence., Here, we have a legitimate,. °

negative finding about only children. Several large scale investigations-.

of IQ have found that IQ is inversely related to familysize. Given.

thiS., one would expect only children to have the highest IQ of all.

This is not the case. Only children consistently score lower than
children from two child families and at a-level comparable to first /-

barns from three to five child families. Why? Zajonc and Markus (1975)

explained this finding in terms of only children lacking s4aings. They

argued that because only children lack younger siblings to tutor, they

lose their advantage in IQ. Zajonc and Markus incorporated this
explanation into their model Of intellectual development despite the

fact that there is_no evidence that.tutoring sOMeone younger results in

an IQ gain for the tutor. But Zajonc and'Marklis had two justifications

for promoting sibling'tutoring\aS-an.explanation. First, lastbornS-like

only children, also deviated negatvely from their expected position..
Since only and last horns share the common fate of not having a
younger sibling, Zajonc and Markus thought that this. sibling .lack must

be the cause of the lowered IQ.. Therefore, equations. representing only

and last horns contained a zero, while equations representing\all other-

birth orders and family sizes contained a One. Second, because, the
.

_ .

"correlation ,between data simulated by these .equatiOnsand aggregate data

,was `high (.a7), Zajonc and Markus felt that this sup.ported the sibling

tutoring explanation. 7

While there is no question that only children score lower than

expected on IQ tests, there is reason -to question the explanation offered

by.Zajonc and Markus: I started'looking for alternate explanations--an(4\

it didn't take me long to find one'. Only childreh are more likely than

children froni 2-4 child families tb come from single parent homes and --

there is evidence that children from singlg parent homes have jower.

IQs.than'ehildren from two parent homes. Using a4uations- 'representing the

confluence model, I-(Falbo, in press) found that the.greater incidence,

of father absence among one chi1..i families to accounts for 25% of the

difference between where only children should score aid where they

actually do.
/

In conclusion, I think that many reports of negative-characteristics'

of only .children represent questionable interpretation of research results.

In the'-case of masculinityfemininity, I think only children will, in

the last-analysis, be found to_score in the fairly ordinary range.. The

_explanation for why only children do not score as high on IQ tests as

their family, size would indicate remains a' matter for speculation. -More

data is needed about the parental characteristics of only children and the

___e_flects. of sibling tutoring before we can 'th any certainty say that only

children score lower than they Should beCauJe they lack siblings.



But how does this BRIEF survey answer the question: should the one

child family be encouraged? Clearly, a cautious interpretation ofthe-
ayailabl6 research would be that.it's not clear whether the onechild
family should be advocated or avoided. Certainly, more, good research
foicusing on only children should be'conducted. However; between the
time-we know more and now, it appears thatthe generally negative view
of the social adjustment of only children is not supported by the
literature.
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